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We will use a 

range of materials 

creatively to 

design and make 

our own toys. We 

will also look at 

the artist, 

Giuseppe 

Arcimboldo.  

                 Year 1 

✓ Counting up to 100 

✓  Recognising numbers to 100  

✓ Writing numbers to 20  

✓ One more/one less 

✓ Number Bonds to 10  

✓ Addition & subtraction 

✓  Counting in 5 & 10s  

✓ Days of the week 

✓ Months of the year 

Throughout the year, we will be providing the 

children with lots of exciting opportunities for using 

their writing skills across a variety of genres. Year 1 

will be looking at saying a sentence aloud, holding a 

sentence, and then recording a sentence. We will 

also begin to use simple punctuation (capital letter 

and full stop) and adjectives. Year 2 will be working 

on using correct word endings, descriptive 

vocabulary, recapping verbs, nouns and adjectives, 

and recognising them in a sentence. 

This term, we will be using maps and 

atlases to help us name and locate 

the four countries that make up the 

United Kingdom and their capital 

cities. This will include looking at 

features from each country including 

typical foods, traditions, flags, and 

spoken languages. 

In history, we will be studying 

an event that is beyond living 

memory that was significant 

globally. We will look at the 

significant event and how this 

impacted on our lives today 

(Great Fire of London). 

In science, we will be 

looking closely at the 

human body including 

bones, muscles, organs, 

healthy lifestyles, our 5 

senses and the 

importance of exercise 

and hygiene. Alongside 

this we will be looking at 

seasonal changes. 

We will look at 

different ways 

to move our 

body in time to 

a beat and 

developing our 

balance and 

coordination. 

 

 What will Paddington Bear see in London? (5 weeks) 

This topic will provide the children with lots of excitement 

to help make our learning fun and engaging as we find out 

what Paddington Bear discovers on his travels. 

Who lived on Pudding Lane? (3 weeks) 

We will learn about the Great Fire of London and see, who did 

live on Pudding Lane.  

 

 

Year 2 

✓ Place value in numbers 0– 

100 

✓ Different ways of 

representing, comparing 

and ordering these 

✓  One more/one less  

✓  Number bonds to 20  

✓ Addition & subtraction 

✓ 2, 5 & 10 times tables 

                        Geography                                                      History                                     Art/DT                            P.E.                       Computing                       SMSC 

 We will explain 

about e-safety, 

locating keys on 

a keyboard, 

using a mouse, 

logging in and 

creating and 

labelling images. 

Discussing 

emotions and 

feelings and 

how to deal 

with them. 

Learning about 

relationships 

and ‘PANTS’. 

 

How are our toys different to those in the past?   

We will take a look at how modern-day toys are 

different to those from the Victorian Era.  

To spark curiosity, we will also be going on a school 

trip to Preston Park museum where we will 

become Victorian school children for the day and 

play with Victorian toys. This is going to be fun! 

Topic themes  

for Autumn 


